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In Scofield's powerful debut, teenager Lily Asher takes her first steps toward a strange, loving journey to self-acceptance
and belonging.
A Ride Through the NeighborhoodSimon and Schuster
Jayden Chapman may have always been the quieter twin, but deep inside lay the heart of a protector. When he came
upon a young woman stranded on the side of the road, he recognized her as someone he had seen before…and not been
able to help. Determined to not let history repeat itself, he befriended her, as well as took care of her car. Ruby Mantle
had worked hard for years, just to pay the bills and take care of her grandmother. The weight of the world was on her
shoulders and she was wary of the large man who came to rescue her. But, soon, she learned that Jayden was
determined to help her in any way that he could. Allowing love to bloom as their friendship grew, life began looking up for
them. But, then a problem from her past reared its ugly head, and Jayden stepped in to protect her once more. Loosely
based on Little Red Riding Hood. Scenes in the book are similar to what you would find in an R-rated movie. 18+ readers
only.
Nothing to Lose is a suspense novel that picks up with the life of Paul Marco two years after his corporate downsizing
days at the Baltimore Light Company. This time, Paul Marco is matched against hard times that are clouded by personal
tragedy. After Paul?s wife, Diana, is brutally murdered at their struggling small business, Paul is determined to find those
responsible so they can be held accountable. Unfortunately, those working on the side of the law do not work as quickly
or as harshly as Paul Marco would like. He takes it upon himself, with the help of a few friends from his old neighborhood,
to get old-style revenge. The savage instincts of a man whose back has been pushed against the wall force Paul to fight
in such a way that justice is achieved to his satisfaction. However, the emotional and physical price Paul Marco pays for
his revenge is tremendous. Several times he must reevaluate his feelings to decide if the price might be too high. He
asks himself if it is worth giving up everything he has worked for, just to get revenge. Commissioner Jim Doukup,
Detective Theresa McGavin, and Captain Thiemeyer try to catch up with Paul Marco to stop the seemingly endless
amount of horrible bloodshed. The persistent Detective McGavin has Paul?s next moves figured out several times but
pulls up short when it comes to producing the necessary evidence to make an arrest. Paul has several encounters with
associates of the ominous Billy Sharp, known racketeer, drug dealer, and bookie. Paul has to systematically eliminate
several human obstacles as he brutally makes his way up through Billy Sharp?s organization. Once Paul has Billy Sharp
in a position to even the score, he takes advantage of his skills, cunning planning, and gut rage to make things right.
Nothing to Lose is a page-turning suspense filled novel that makes you want to root for the underdog. After all, what Paul
Marco goes through could happen to any one of us living in a politically correct society where the criminal has more rights
than the victim.
Three middle-aged men who grew up in various states along the Northeast corridor migrated to the Washington D.C.
area and by co-incidence moved into the same newly built neighborhood situated inside the Capital Beltway. They
become friends practically immediately since they were of the same age group as were the ages of their wives and
children. What cements their acquaintance and friendship is when they became aware they were all Vietnam veterans
serving in different years and in divergent capacities, one an officer in the Army, the other an enlisted man in the same
Army unit with the third serving as an enlisted Marine. They socialize often with their families and among themselves
through children's sports events. Their youngsters attend the same elementary school which enhances their social and
neighborhood connections. And there are many neighborhood gatherings that all neighbors were welcome to attend.
What breaks this placid neighborhood scene are the recent activities of a robber/ opportunist rapist who perplexes the
local police departments from advancing any type of lead. The vets through their walks and wanderings with their dogs in
Rock Creek Park locate a possible hideout. They share their thoughts and memories of wartime experiences together
and attempt to solve the issue without the use of lethal weapons. The story is about their quest for justice and their
intimate friendship that proves that not all Vietnam vets turned to drugs and alcohol and became homeless vagabonds
and isolated forest dwellers. Many of them like these three guys who still carried their wartime memories succeeded in
life and became responsible professionals and caring citizens.
THINK LIKE AN EDITOR is designed for the new breed of editors who are evolving at the same time news and
information sharing is changing. The book encourages students to apply themselves confidently, to think analytically, to
examine information with scrutiny, and to see the big picture. Organized by the 50 strategies of editing and working, each
strategy section is two to six pages long, which makes content easy to find for both students and professors. The text
combines an examination of content depth with insight into the process behind editorial decision-making. Full of tips, lists,
and memory aids, THINK LIKE AN EDITOR works similarly to a brief handbook of editing. The second edition features
new strategies to help students think creatively in a world of social media, handle multiple platforms, and keep readers
engaged. Both basic skills and advanced concepts of editing are covered. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Girl From 21 Wakullah Street is a memoir about the life of a family of six children with a single-parent mother living,
loving, and making the best of their situation. Diane and her family grew up in Roxbury, Massachusetts during the 30's
and 40's which was Depression and War Time. Roxbury in the 30's was a poor neighborhood, but a happy one. There
were many children to play with and people were happy with what they had. We never felt poor. We were just like
everyone else in the neighborhood. The education system was outstanding. Parents made sure their children attended
school and did their homework. The Truant Officer was very present if anyone tried to play hooky. We had a beautiful
Park, Washington Park, and we played there every day. We played jumprope on the streets and had 15 kids playing with
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us, even some boys. If anyone had a disagreement, there was always someone to play with. We were part of a
neighborhood and felt like we belonged. She and her family were very active in our church, The Salvation Army. Things
changed in the 40's because of the "Second Great Migration." Many hundreds of Negroes were brought up from the
south to live in Roxbury. They were promised housing and jobs in the nearby factories. We who were already in Roxbury
fought against these newcomers. They were not welcome at all in our neighborhood and yet, here they were. All of a
sudden, we were all living on a battleground. Why couldn't we have welcomed the newcomers? I'm sure they were not
happy about coming to "Yankee Land." They left their whole lives behind to try to make a living for their families. All we
who were already in Roxbury, including the negroes living there, did not welcome the newcomers and because of that,
everything changed for the worse.
Explores the changing world of American communities, describing the migration of urban dwellers to the suburbs and the
implications of this "flight" for both the cities and the suburbs
Trolley takes Daniel Tiger and his friends around the Neighborhood of Make-Believe.
Brentwood Borough, established in 1915, spans one of the highest ridges in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, just six
miles southeast of Pittsburgh. In the 19th century, three small villages, four inns, and several blacksmith shops clustered
along the rural ridge. A popular and primitive roadway, now known as Brownsville Road, connected these three hamlets
with the wider world. This major artery carried coaches, wagons, livestock, and even escaping slaves to Pittsburgh. At
least one of the four inns was a stop on the Underground Railroad. Many years later, the community established a
28-acre park, complete with shelter house and swimming pool, as well as the later additions of ball fields, tennis courts,
and a football stadium. In keeping with its original focus on education, the community has maintained its own school
district. Brownsville Road, as a main street, has supported several viable shopping districts. Brentwood is renowned for
its annual Fourth of July parade, attracting tens of thousands of spectators each year. Today, Brentwood encompasses
1.45 square miles. The strength of this small community lies with its residents, who value service and commitment. For
100 years, Brentwood has maintained its own distinct character and charm, combining the elements of a modern
community with the friendliness of a small town.
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT AND THE CALIFORNIA DREAM is an impressionistic journey of more than 50 years of extremely
uneven and often strangely disconnected experiences in California. It stretches from the author's father's hardscrabble
ranch in the remote mountains above Los Angeles, through ups and downs in an always-unpredictable California,
ending, more or less, at a lonely and primitive ranch in the desert. The book is filled with unique characters, bizarre
situations, and views of an always changing and, the author would charge, deteriorating California. From city streets to
quiet rural areas, the author seems to have been aware of an ominous cloud filled with unease hovering over the Golden
State. In this book he chronicles his drift of over 50 years in the shadow of this cloud, the California dream dim and
elusive. Real, but only a dream
An inspirational and reassuring guide, filled with daily support for losing weight, provides meditations and affirmations,
personal weight-loss stories, effective tips and techniques for losing weight, scripture verses, and journal pages for
recording personal progress. 20,000 first printing.
The NAACP Image Award-winning mayor of Washington, D. C., chronicles his life from his youth in the cotton fields of Mississippi
through his efforts in the executive offices of the nation's Capital, covering such topics as his work as a civil rights activist, the drug
scandal that led to his stint in federal prison and his victorious fourth term.
The Women Who Founded Christianity A Trilogy Volume 1 Hannah and Miriam by David Linwood An historical novel of a Judaean
family during the reign of Augustus Caesar. Chapters 1 5 Hannah is a skilled physician and surgeon who maintains a clinic at her
home. Her daughter, Miriam, is apprenticed to Hannah, learning the medical arts, and apothecary skills. Hannahs husband,
Joachim, is a timber merchant. Because of the incursion of self-serving warlords and bandits in the countryside, Joachim must
constantly defend his ox trains while hauling the timbers to market. Joachim and the Roman Tribune Cornelius join forces to
ambush the principal, notorious bandit Judas ben Hezekiah. After the ambush, Miriam performs difficult surgeries in the field, and
saves the life of a severely wounded friend. Chapters 6 11 Miriam reveals to Hannah, that she has been visited by the Angel
Gabriel. The angel has announced that Miriam will give birth to a son, Joshua, and that he will be an exceptional child, dedicated
to a great purpose. When Joachim is informed by Hannah of the Annunciation of Gabriel, he immediately warns Hannah that
Miriam is in great danger. Unscrupulous competitors of Joachim in Sepphoris will bring the ultra-orthodox authorities down on
Miriams head if she reveals that she is with child, and not lawfully betrothed or married. The authorities will laugh her to scorn if
she reveals her visitation by Gabriel. They will have her flogged for adultery, and sent to a madhouse or even stoned. To protect
his daughter, Joachim suggests that a long-time business associate of his, Yosef of Nazareth, a carpenter and house builder,
might be interested in a betrothal. Miriam is apprised of her fathers plan, and agrees to withhold judgment until she has had a
chance to meet Yosef and see what kind of person he is. Joachim, Hannah and Miriam travel to Nazareth under the pretext of
visiting Yosefs medicinal herb garden. The garden belonged to Yosefs wife, Deborah, who died in childbirth. Yosef welcomes them
to his home. He reveals that he has been visited in a special dream, by the Angel Gabriel, who told him that Joachim and Hannah
and Miriam would be coming to visit, and they would ask him to consider a betrothal with Miriam. Miriam has been watching Yosef
closely since they arrived at his house. She is greatly drawn to him, both physically as a mature, handsome man, and also as a
very spiritual person. She announces that she agrees to be betrothed and married to Yosef, if he is willing. Yosef is likewise
greatly attracted to the young, beautiful girl, Miriam, and admits he has been so very lonely since his Deborah died three years
previously. He agrees to a betrothal which is a lawful trial marriage that includes the possibility of children and that will protect
Miriam from the ultra-orthodox authorities. Yosef, with Miriam and her parents, visits Rabbi Shmuel ben Zeroah in Nazareth, to be
betrothed. Chapters 12 16 Yosef with Miriam, and Joachim with Hannah, and their other children, Chavah and Yeshai, travel to
Jerusalem for the Passover Holiday. Miriam and Joseph are wedded in Jerusalem. Chapters 16 23 King Herod has begun to seize
every prominent man in the cities all through Judaea. He has not harmed them but has imprisoned them. None of the men has
opposed Herod in any way. The economy of Judaea becomes greatly depressed and the flow of taxes to Rome is reduced to a
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mere trickle of gold. Herod does not care he is dying. He knows th
Critics hailed previous editions of Visionary Film as the most complete work written on the exciting, often puzzling, and always
controversial genre of American avant-garde film. This book has remained the standard text on American avant-garde film since
the publication of its first edition in 1974. Now P. Adams Sitney has once again revised and updated this classic work, restoring a
chapter on the films of Gregory J. Markopoulos and bringing his discussion of the principal genres and major filmmakers up to the
year 2000.
Reproduction of the original: Records of Woodhall Spa and Neighborhood by J. Conway Walter
When you're out riding, things happen. If you keep at it, everything happens.... Thus goes the simple wisdom of Foster Kinn in
Freedom's Rush: Tales from a Biker and His Beast. Join Foster as he travels through the continental United States with an
occasional detour into Canada, experience with him all that can happen in the "day in a life" of a biker: "Sometimes you're hungry,
sometimes you eat too much. Sometimes you're unbearably hot, sometimes painfully cold. You lose things and get lost; you find
things and find your way. You fall in love, you find things to despise. You bleed and you heal; you get sick, then you're invincible.
The rains pelt, the snows blind, the winds make you helpless. You ride through gorgeous scenery and through desolate
wastelands; all places are the way they're supposed to be and they're all perfect. It's life in microcosm." In part a celebration of the
grandness of this wide, wonderful world, in part a meditation on the meaning of freedom and our sacred right to create, you will
laugh with Kinn at all the wonderfully wacky characters he meets on the road, and you will be dazzled by the utter joy he finds as
he rides. When you read the last line, you will know what he means when he writes: As long as freedoms exist, we will ride; As
long as we ride, freedoms will exist.
The book is a passionate journey through varied emotions experienced in human life and I'm just keeping it real.
Offering more stories of those Cornfields and their rowdy neighbors from up on Coaley Creek, this collection contains more hilarious halftruths and tall tales about the author's kin.
"This book explores the experiences of multiracial people in intimate romantic relationships. The author considers how preferred racial
identity shapes partner choice and the experiences of being racially mixed in romantic relationships. The book also examines patterns in
multiracial people's romantic careers, to assess how much they are blending and blurring racial borders, or reinforcing them. It illustrates the
extent to which members of the "two or more races" population participates in and upholds the current racial hierarchy"-Surely, God did not allow African Americans to experience oppression for over four hundred years just for us to dwell in an exclusive
neighborhood, acquire material possessions, attain middle class status, or be a famous black first. African Americans are not in America to
imitate our white brothers and sisters. Our situation is unique. We are insiders and outsiders, Americans and of African descent, free and
unfree. We are a split people seeking wholeness. By bringing new insights into the life of African Americans, Rev. Phillips uses a number of
case studies of his former high school students to reveal the severity of the split in the life of the students and their community at large. He
contends that if we do not attain true wholeness, our unresolved conflicts would harm us psychologically and spiritually, which in turn could
detrimentally affect us socially, politically and economically. Many have already become hopeless and mentally challenged. Our educational
and social problems are troublesome. Despite our progress in America, many are still experiencing a meaningless life and are seeking
answers. How can one attain wholeness in a materialistic and black phobic world? Rev. Phillips takes us on an engaging journey to discover
the answer.
A new and revised edition of the commonsense guide to real estate riches More and more people are discovering that real estate investing is
a safe and affordable way to increase their cash flow and build lasting wealth. If you want to achieve financial freedom, then look no further. 5
Magic Paths to Making a Fortune in Real Estate reveals the proven real estate investment strategies that many of today's millionaires used to
make their fortunes. In fact, you don't even need a lot of money to start investing and start putting cash in your pocket today! Real estate
expert James Lumley offers simple, straightforward explanations of the most common and lucrative approaches to property
investment--including fixer-uppers, lease/options, wholesales, buy-and-hold, and single-and multifamily rentals. You'll understand all the
basics of real estate and learn to use these five strategies to make a killing in any economy. Packed with new information--including sections
on the IRS's simplified tax exchange rules and the capital gains exclusion--5 Magic Paths to Making a Fortune in Real Estate will show you
how to: * Find foreclosed, repossessed, or condemned properties * Research the markets and perform valuations * Determine what you can
safely afford * Negotiate with sellers and buyers * Find the best financing terms, including seller financing * Price and perform money-making
repairs * Work with agents and contractors * And much more!
Crime and Racial Constructions: Cultural Misinformation about African Americans in Media and Academia critically examines how the film
industry and criminologists have constructed African Americans in their effort to explain observed race differences in crime. Of particular
concern is how the images they paint of violent, out-of-control blacks result in hardline criminal justice policies.
Mary Grace Landers and Ethan Grant have one of those undying remarkable loves that everyone would like to experience just once in their
lifetime. An extraordinary love that surpasses description. They live in a time when handwritten letters were important and, sometimes, the
only means of communication. Their story starts when they are in their teens living in the early 1960s and then travel through their respective
lives as they encounter pain, betrayal, and regret. They go through a time of change which includes war, upheaval in the United States, and
terrible loss. Mary Grace and Ethan's story reveals how one action from one individual can change the course of peoples' lives and,
ultimately, puts one to the test concerning forgiveness.

Transform your life, day by day
Excellence Through Equity is an inspiring look at how real-world educators are creating schools where all students are
able to thrive. In these schools, educators understand that equity is not about treating all children the same. They are
deeply committed to ensuring that each student receives what he or she individually needs to develop their full potential
and succeed. To help educators with what can at times be a difficult and challenging journey, Blankstein and Noguera
frame the book with five guiding principles of Courageous Leadership: Getting to your core Making organizational
meaning Ensuring constancy and consistency of purpose Facing the facts and your fears Building sustainable
relationships. They further emphasize that the practices are grounded in three important areas of research that are too
often disregarded: (1) child development, (2) neuroscience, and (3) environmental influences on child development and
learning. You'll hear from Carol Corbett Burris, Michael Fullan, Marcus J. Newsome, Paul Reville, Susan Szachowicz,
and other bold practitioners and visionary thinkers who share compelling and actionable ideas, strategies, and
experiences for closing the achievement gap in your classrooms and school. Ensuring that all students receive an
education that cultivates their talents and potential is in all our common interest. As Andy Hargreaves writes in the coda:
"The opportunity for all Americans is to articulate and believe in an inspiring vision of educational change that is about
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what the next generation of America and Americans should become, not about a target or ranking that the nation should
attain." From the Foreword by Archbishop Desmond Tutu: "Letting go of a system of winners and losers in favor of what
is proposed in this book is a courageous leap forward that we all must take together. Let this bold, practical book be a
guide; and may you travel into this new exciting vista, in which every child can succeed."
From feminist philosophy to genetic science, scholarship in recent years has succeeded in challenging many entrenched
assumptions about the material and biological status of human bodies. Likewise in the study of Chinese cultures,
accelerating globalization and the resultant hybridity have called into question previous assumptions about the
boundaries of Chinese national and ethnic identity. The problem of identifying a single or definitive referent for the
"Chinese body" is thornier than ever. By facilitating fresh dialogue between fields as diverse as the history of science,
literary studies, diaspora studies, cultural anthropology, and contemporary Chinese film and cultural studies, Embodied
Modernities addresses contemporary Chinese embodiments as they are represented textually and as part of everyday
life practices. The book is divided into two sections, each with a dedicated introduction by the editors. The first examines
"Thresholds of Modernity" in chapters on Chinese body cultures in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—a
period of intensive cultural, political, and social modernization that led to a series of radical transformations in how bodies
were understood and represented.The second section on "Contemporary Embodiments" explores body representations
across the People’s Republic of China,Taiwan, and Hong Kong today. Contributors: Chris Berry, Louise Edwards,
Maram Epstein, Larissa Heinrich, Olivia Khoo, Fran Martin, Jami Proctor-Xu, Tze-lan D. Sang, Teri Silvio, Mark
Stevenson, Cuncun Wu, Angela Zito, John Zou.
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